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Platinum Travel MD announces extensive range of 

benefits for clients in alliance with Signature Travel  
 

 

Wednesday June 22, 2016.  Platinum Travel Corporation (Platinum) Managing 

Director Greg McCarthy has announced that the leading provider of travel 

management and event solutions has partnered with highly regarded global 

Signature Travel Network (Signature).   

 

The alliance is the first for Signature in Australia and will provide an extensive 

range of privileges for Platinum clients at more than 900 hotels, resorts, lodges 

and spas around the globe. 

 

Commenting further on the partnership with Signature Greg McCarthy said 

Platinum clients will receive exclusive privileges and complimentary benefits 

that will make their stay more rewarding and memorable.  “Varying with the 

property, room type, length and date of stays, clients can receive up to $450 

of special benefits that can include daily complimentary breakfast, room 

upgrades, early check-in/late check-out and $100 dining or spa/resort 

credit”.   

 

“Many of the Signature hotels include airport transfers, in room gifts, 

complimentary round of golf and amenities as part of the VIP welcome for 

Platinum clients”. 

 

In addition to the extensive global range of hotels, spas and resorts, clients will 

have access to similar savings, upgrades and privileges on thousands of 

luxury cruises.  Some of these experiences will include complimentary and 

exclusive shore events – even a car and driver at some selected destinations.    

 

To ensure that Platinum clients maximise the potential of the exciting new 

offering, they will have access to dedicated Signature accredited leisure 

travel specialists.  The Signature Personal Travel Managers can be contacted 

via telephone, email or in person. 

  

A further benefit will be the Platinum and Signature branded hotel and resort 

directory, a beautiful coffee table book detailing a selection of the exclusive 

offers.  

      

Platinum was established in September 2009 in response to marketplace 

demand for a dedicated business travel organisation that could meet 

business and leisure travel requirements as well as event management 

solutions.   

 

 

 

Continues… 



 

 

Platinum has grown rapidly and today has offices in Victoria (national office), 

NSW and Queensland and its growth and enviable reputation built on its 

highly regarded and experienced team of travel professionals who provide 

expert knowledge, insight and expertise to address the corporate/leisure 

travel and event solutions requirements of clients. 

 

“Since inception, Platinum’s goal is to be the first choice for travel and 

providing our clients with the very best of service and benefits to make their 

personal, business travel and corporate events stress free, enjoyable, 

memorable and successful”.   

 

“The alliance with Signature is another example of Platinum’s commitment to 

raising the bar with enhanced services and benefits that provide clients 

greater value and more rewarding travel experiences”, concluded Greg 

McCarthy. 
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